HAND TRUCKS

Casino Hand Trucks

Valley Craft’s Casino Hand Trucks include our unique hand brake system and provide a much safer and more efficient
way to move heavy loads on steps and inclines. This heavy duty truck features a sliding frame, available in two sizes,
that helps the operator to more easily break over heavy loads. The frame-and-shoe assembly can slide downward as
the truck is tilted back. Rear swivel wheels help prevent loads from tipping back as well as providing ease of movement.
Includes secure strapping attachment that prevents twisting and allows rapid rewinding. A ratchet securely tightens
and locks the strap to secure the load. Quick release lever unlocks strap. Unit adjusts vertically on a mounting bar and
can be set at the most accurate point in relation to height load. 15’ nylon strap included. Heavy duty pneumatic tires
provide a cushioned ride.

8” x 23”

Load
Cap
(lbs)
1000

Prod
Weight
(lbs)
85

8” x 23”

1000

92

Model

Description

Frame H x W x D

Shoe Size

F89699

Casino Hand Truck
Casino Hand Truck Ext Frame

49¾" x 23” x 32”
61½" x 23" x 33"

F89206

F89699

Casino Truck

Cylinder Hand Trucks
Spark-resistant Aluminum Cylinder Trucks for safe, efficient handling of pressurized
tanks. Choose the heavy duty single frame for cylinders 9" in diameter, or the
multi-tank frame that fits over the regular box frame for use with most standard size
cylinders. Balanced frames roll easily on 12" x 3½" fully-pneumatic tires and feature
hand brakes for added safety. Multi-tank frame is available with and without
brakes. 1" steel axle is enclosed in protective housing with sealed bearings. Trucks
are constructed of 15⁄16" O.D. aluminum tubing with notched joints and solid welds.
600-lb. load capacity.

Single Cylinder Aluminum Frame Models
Model

Dimensions

Shoe Size

Cylinder Size

F81238A9

49"H x 20"W x 11½ D with brakes

11½ W x 4"D x Steel

9" diameter

F81303A9

49"H x 23"W x 14½ D with brakes

14½ W x 7"D Steel

14" diameter
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F81238A9

Two-Cylinder Aluminum Frame Models
Model

Dimensions

Shoe Size

Cylinder Size

F86065A6

50"H x 22"W x 14½ D with brakes

19W" x 10"D Aluminum

fits most standard

F86070A9

50"H x 22"W x 14½ D - no brakes

19"W x 10"D Aluminum

fits most standard
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F86065A6

Professional Grade Quality....Built to Last....Made in the U.S.A.
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